
BLUE GRAPES | SEEDLESS 
We are proud to offer you year-round seedless blue grapes with seeds. Our seedless blue grapes have a delicious taste and are selected 
on the best quality, which means that the quality is optimal and the product has a maximum shelf life. 

For more information, contact your account manager | Olympic Fruit BV | Handelscentrum ZhZ 40a | 2991 LD Barendrecht | The Netherlands | www.olympicfruit.com  

AVAILABILITY

Sweet Sapphire Summer Royal Midnight beautyAutumn Royal

Grape and Bunch sizes vary per variety. 

SIZE SORTING

VARIETIES

PACKAGING BRANDS

Olympic Fruit and all our partners are 
fully certified and only deliver products that 
meet all specifications.     

In addition to your own Private Label, these 
brands are also available:

CERTIFICATIONS

Punnet Paper carry 
bag

Plastic carry bag 
with handle

Foam/plastic insterts

Main packages are: 

Italy
 
• Loose; separated by foam/plastic or paper inserts.
   - In wooden crate; 5 kg / 7 kg: ribbon tied around the  
     crate possible.
   - In EPS or IFCO crate; different sizes.

• Per bag; paper or plastic, with or without handle. 
   - In cartboard box; 4,5 kg.
   - In plastic EPS/IFCO crate; different sizes.

• Per punnet; made of cardboard or plastic: 
   without seal:
   250 gr | 400 gr | 500 gr | 1000 gr per punnet.
   - In cartboard box
   - In EPS/IFCO crate; different sizes. 

Brazil | South Africa | Spain | India

• Per bag; paper or plastic, with or without  
   handle. 
   - In cartboard box; 4,5 kg.
   - In plastic EPS/IFCO crate; different sizes.

• Per punnet; cardboard or plastic; without  
   lid, with lid / clamshell / top seal:
   250 gr | 400 gr | 500 gr | 1000 gr per punnet.
   - In cartboard box
   - In EPS/IFCO crate; different sizes. 

On a year round basis a wide range of blue seedless varieties are available.
Our main varieties are:


